Keeping track of self-executed facial expressions is essential for the ability to correctly interpret and reciprocate social expressions. However, little is known about neural mechanisms that participate in self-monitoring of facial expression. We designed a natural paradigm for social interactions where a monkey is seated in front of a peer monkey that is concealed by an opaque liquid crystal display shutter positioned between them. Opening the shutter for short durations allowed the monkeys to see each other and encouraged facial communication. To explore neural mechanisms that participate in self-monitoring of facial expression, we simultaneously recorded the elicited natural facial interactions and the neural activity of single neurons in the amygdala and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), two regions that are implicated with decoding of others' gestures. Neural activity in both regions was temporally locked to distinctive facial gestures and close inspection of time lags revealed activity that either preceded (production) or lagged (monitor) initiation of facial expressions. This result indicates that single neurons in the dACC and the amygdala hold information about self-executed facial expressions and demonstrates an intimate overlap between the neural networks that participate in decoding and production of socially informative facial information.
Keeping track of self-executed facial expressions is essential for the ability to correctly interpret and reciprocate social expressions. However, little is known about neural mechanisms that participate in self-monitoring of facial expression. We designed a natural paradigm for social interactions where a monkey is seated in front of a peer monkey that is concealed by an opaque liquid crystal display shutter positioned between them. Opening the shutter for short durations allowed the monkeys to see each other and encouraged facial communication. To explore neural mechanisms that participate in self-monitoring of facial expression, we simultaneously recorded the elicited natural facial interactions and the neural activity of single neurons in the amygdala and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), two regions that are implicated with decoding of others' gestures. Neural activity in both regions was temporally locked to distinctive facial gestures and close inspection of time lags revealed activity that either preceded (production) or lagged (monitor) initiation of facial expressions. This result indicates that single neurons in the dACC and the amygdala hold information about self-executed facial expressions and demonstrates an intimate overlap between the neural networks that participate in decoding and production of socially informative facial information.
face-to-face interaction | spike triggered average | facial-expression production | amygdala-cingulate interaction A ccurate decoding of social interaction requires information about all participants, including one's own behavior. We would interpret differently a smile if we knew that we smiled first (or not) and, similarly, a threatening face has different meaning if we threatened first. Computationally, this ambiguity implies that information about the observed facial expression and one's own expression should converge in the network to incorporate these complementary sources of information. However, little is known about the neural mechanisms that enable such integration.
Successful decoding of a facial expression should allow a rapid adequate response to the outcome that is implied by this meaningful expression. Accordingly, the amygdala, a structure associated with representing the learned valence of sensory inputs (1, 2) , has been implicated with decoding and processing of various facial expressions (3) . Notably, bilateral amygdala lesion selectively impairs recognition of fear expressions (4) , which possibly signal the existence of an immediate threat. In addition, amygdala responses to fear and other facial expressions are modulated by social context (5, 6 ) (e.g., gaze direction), suggesting that the amygdala also participates in the decoding processes of a wider range of emotionally salient facial signals.
The dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) is hypothesized to synthesize information about reinforcers with the current behavioral goal (7) and contributes to the resolution of emotional conflicts (8) . Like the amygdala, dACC response to facial expression is rapid (9) ; yet emotional valence differentially modulates amygdala and dACC responses to sad and happy facial expressions (9, 10)-suggesting differential sensitivity of the dACC and amygdala to socioemotional cues. Anatomically, direct connections between the amygdala (11, 12) and the dACC (13) to motoneurons in the facial nucleus of the pons and facial areas in the motor cortex suggest that these two regions are capable of regulating production of facial expressions.
In line with this suggestion, studies have shown the involvement of the amygdala and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) during observation and artificial (instructed) execution of facial expressions (14) (15) (16) (17) . In addition, the dACC has been directly implicated in the volitional control of emotional vocal utterances (18) . However, it is unclear whether the amygdala and the ACC are recruited during spontaneous facial interactions under natural conditions, and what are the temporal relationships between single-cell activity and self-facial expressions. We therefore recorded neuronal activity in these regions during a unique natural social interaction paradigm.
Results
To assess the roles of the amygdala and the dACC in natural social behaviors, we designed a face-to-face interaction paradigm (19) . Two monkeys were seated facing each other with an opaque liquid crystal display (LCD) shutter positioned in between (Fig. 1A) . Every 60 ± 15 s, the LCD shutter turned clear for 5 s (by electrical pulse, <2 ms onset/offset) to encourage spontaneous facial interactions between the monkeys (20) . Although the monkeys engaged in the task, we captured continuous video of their faces and simultaneously recorded the activity of neurons from the amygdala and the dACC of one of the monkeys (Fig. S1 ).
Facial expression remained mostly still (Fig. 1B , Left) when the shutter was close. Opening the shutter induced two typical (21, 22) facial expressions: (i) Direct staring (Fig. 1B, Center) : consisted of widened eyelid, multiple stretches of the eyebrows, and increased eye movements. Often, direct staring was accompanied by backward flapping of the ears toward the skull. (ii) Lip smacking (Fig. 1B, Right): involved protrusion of the lips and repetitive contraction of the muscles surrounding it (orbicularis oris and mentalis). Frequently, lip smacking also involved movement of the lower cheek's hair and backward flapping of the ears. Occurrence of direct staring and lip smacking were not independent and, in many trials, the monkeys expressed both. We validated these observations by using automatic clustering of the videos content: Movies of the facial expressions were analyzed by extracting the net illumination changes (Δillum) at multiple facial regions of interest (fROI). This approach has allowed automatic and unbiased assessment of facial movement at the camera temporal resolution (40 ms). Principal component analysis for the correlations between the different fROI revealed three distinctive expression clusters that correspond to the three facial expressions aforementioned: neutral, direct staring, and lip smacking (Fig. S2) . Accordingly, opening the shutter reliably induced an increase in movement in multiple fROI and in a manner that is specific to peer viewing Author contributions: U.L. and R.P. designed research; U.L., J.R., and Y.S. performed research; U.L. analyzed data; and U.L. and R.P. wrote the paper.
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This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. Concurrently, shutter opening also induced rapid and tonic changes in firing rates of amygdala and dACC single neurons ( Fig.  1E and Fig. S3 D and E; amygdala, n = 58; dACC, n = 46). Response duration and response latencies varied among neurons, yet we found no evidence for consistent differences between amygdala and dACC ( Fig. S3 D and E) . We next sought evidence that information regarding one's own facial expression and visual input converge on single neurons in the amygdala and the dACC. To this end, we constructed a multivariate linear regression model for each neuron, with movement (Δillum) and shutter state (open/close) as predictors. The interaction factor (movement × state) of 34% amygdala neurons and 42% dACC neurons was significantly correlated with the firing rate of the neurons (Fig. 1F) , indicating that many single neurons' response to facial movement are conditioned on visual input of social stimuli.
To identify neural responses that hold information about selffacial expressions, we computed spike-triggered movement averages (STMA) on movement (Δillum) in each video pixel of the monkey face (Fig. 2) . STMA was evaluated from 480-ms before spike to 480-ms after spike and has two main advantages: First, it allows a hypothesis-free natural identification of what facial areas move in relation to occurrence of spikes in a specific neuron; and second, it allows identification of which spikes precede facial movement, and which follow movement. Because of the precise locking of activity in this analysis, the results cannot be attributed to facial expression of the peer, i.e., even if a specific gesture is typically reciprocating a specific peer expression, the loose functional and temporal reliability between two facial movements would be averaged out in this method. To further assure this finding, we used two conditions: peer viewing behind the shutter, and mirror viewing behind the shutter. In the peer condition, spikes that occur immediately after facial movement cannot be attributed to perception of the peer response, because such response would require <300 ms of peer response time. In the mirror condition, spikes that occur before facial movement cannot be attributed to peer expression (there is no real peer and hence all movements are taken into account in the analysis). Notice that macaques have been repeatedly reported to fail the mirror self-recognition test (23, 24) (but see ref. 25 ), yet strongly respond to self views (26) , in line with the increased facial expressions we observed in the mirror condition ( Fig. S3B ; P < 0.01, ANOVA) and comparable to the peer condition.
STMA values at each of the fROI indicated that movement at socially expressive facial regions was associated with coordinated firing of as many as 70% of the neurons in the dACC and the Open bars represent the proportion during closed shutter (P < 0.001, ANOVA). (E) Two representative neurons from the amygdala (Left) and the dACC (Right) that significantly changed their firing rate when the shutter opened. Neurons (amygdala n = 58, dACC n = 46) modulated their firing rate immediately after shutter opening and either maintained their activity during the 5 s or had a phasic decaying response. Shown are raster plots overlaid by the PSTH. (F) Single neurons with firing rates (y axis) that are significantly correlated (dashed line) with facial movement only in the presence of visual stimuli (dark dots). In all four examples, the correlations between firing rate and movement during the baseline period were not significant. Plus represents center of the mass ± SEM.
amygdala ( Fig. 3A ; P < 0.0001, ANOVA, Tukey-Kramer corrected). Movements of the eyes, eyebrows, and the mouth were more widely represented in these regions ( Fig. 3B ; P < 0.01, ANOVA for both). We did not find, however, major differences between the amygdala and the dACC. In fact, close inspection revealed only two small effects: More neurons were locked to the mouth in the amygdala ( Fig. 3B , Left; P < 0.05, unpaired Student's t test) and eye-related neurons responded earlier in the dACC ( Fig. 3B , Right; P < 0.05, t test), yet neither effect survived correction for multiple comparisons. Immediately after shutter closure, the monkeys continued to produce facial expressions (Fig. 1C and Fig. S3C ), suggesting that they remain at a cognitive state of social interaction a few more seconds after the visual stimuli has been removed and providing a time window in which our hypothesis, that neurons hold information about self expressions, can be further tested. We compared the STMA during shutter opening to that computed after shutter opening and identified open-preferring cells-cells with significant STMA only during shutter opening (Fig. 4A, Left) and postopen preferring cells-cells with significant STMA only after the shutter is closed (up to 5 s after closure; Fig. 4A, Right) . This finding suggests that STMA are modulated by visual stimuli (see also Fig. 1F) . However, the proportion of cells with significant yet similar STMA at both time windows exceed the expected independent proportion (P < 0.001 χ 2 ; Fig. 4 A, Center and B) . This result suggests that the cognitive context of social interaction, and not only visual input, plays a central role in shaping STMA.
Finally, to exploit our simultaneous recordings from the two regions and to identify differences in functionality that were not observed in STMA comparisons, we computed joint poststimulus time histograms (jPSTH) for pairs of dACC-amygdala neurons (n = 57; Fig. 4C ). We found that opening the shutter induced a net increase in synchrony level that returned to baseline 10-15 s after closure (ANOVA P < 0.01; Fig. 4D , shuffle-corrected). In addition, whereas amygdala firing followed dACC firing during baseline, shutter opening induced a change in directionality and the synchrony was reversed-dACC followed amygdala (ANOVA P < 0.01; Fig. 4E ). This directional shift also returned to baseline around 5-10 s after closure.
Discussion
Adequate decoding and production of facial expressions require computational capacities that play a primary selective pressure in the evolution of the primate brain (27) . Here, we demonstrated that the amygdala and the dACC are recruited during epochs of direct face-to-face visual interaction and actively engaged in the production and monitoring of social facial expressions. In addition to the well-documented involvement of the dACC and amygdala neurons in decoding of observed facial expressions (6, 28-33), we have shown here that execution of facial expressions also recruits these cells. The fact that we did not detect major differences in functionality between the two regions is in line with the intimate relationships and anatomical projections between them (34, 35). Our findings are also in line with the well-established function of this network in emotional learning and regulation, where the amygdala and the dACC signal the expected outcome of reinforced cues, but are also actively involved in regulating the expression of conditioned response (36) (37) (38) . Similarly, adaptive social behavior requires rapid facial response to a learned social cue and, at the same time, it requires continuous regulation of the response. Together, it might suggest that production of social behavior exploits the specialization of the dACC-amygdala network at regulating execution of learned cued behaviors. It is yet to be determined whether these regions are also involved in the actual learning of socially cued response, similar to classical conditioning for example.
Little is known about the neuronal mechanisms that control facial display and, hence, it is hard to speculate whether the coupling between amygdala/dACC to facial movement reflect direct influence of these regions on facial expression or a regulatory mechanism that acts indirectly. The anatomical connections of the amygdala (12, 39) and the dACC (13) with the facial nucleus may allegedly suggest that these two brain regions engage in the actual production of facial expressions. Further support to the "direct" hypothesis can be drawn from research on the control of vocalization and ingestion, which suggests that initiation of affective signals depend on periaqueductal gray and is mediated by inputs from the amygdala, the insula, and the medial frontal cortices to facial nuclei (18, (40) (41) (42) (43) . However, despite the apparent resemblance, lip smacking and ingestive behavior consist of different rhythmic muscle coordinations (43) , suggesting that the facial nucleus (C) jPSTH were computed for all available pairs of amygdala-dACC neurons that were recorded simultaneously (n = 57). To avoid biased estimation as a result of increased firing rate during shutter opening, we include in the analysis only pairs of neurons that had significant correlation during baseline as well. jPSTH were computed from 5 s before shutter opening to 20 s after. The percentage of pairs with significant correlation at each bin is presented for the preshutter opening (lower corner), through the opening period (middle), and in the postopening period (upper corner). Significant bins above the diagonal in such map indicate the dACC activity tends to precede amygdala's activity; conversely, significant bins below the diagonal indicate that amygdala firing preceded. The diagonal sum (the cross-correlation) appears above each matrix. (D) Direction index was computed as the correlation value (above diagonal − below diagonal)/(above diagonal + below diagonal) and indicates that opening the shutter shifted the directionality of the synchronized activity so that amygdala firing tends to precede dACC during and right after shutter opening. (E) This shift was also accompanied by net increase in the amount of significant correlations. Both directionality and magnitude changes returned to baseline ∼15-20 s after the shutter was closed.
functions differently in mediating the rhythmic but monotonic ingestive behaviors and the more complex social facial displays. The alternative "indirect" interpretation (which is not mutual exclusive), is that corollary discharges from motor regions provide information about production of facial expressions in millisecond resolution. This interpretation would be similar to forward models of the motor system where information about the produced movement is analyzed to produce predictions about the outcome (44, 45) . In the current case, the outcome might be social responses of a peer, and this information, which was shown to reside in the same circuits (6, (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) , can be integrated to form a more complete interpretation of the social scene. Our finding that facial movement and social stimuli converge on single neurons in the amygdala and the dACC is in line with this suggestion and suggests a possible mechanism for how social context may shape decoding and the reciprocal response to social scenes. Further evidence comes from studies that measure muscle activity directly and/or tactile stimulation (that is elicited naturally during facial expressions), and neural responses.
Finally, the amygdala-frontal network has been extensively implicated with representation and regulation of conditioned behaviors on the one hand (36) , and with decoding of social signals on the other (46). It is not completely clear whether and how these lines of research converge. Both behaviors require a similar computationcontingency detection that, in turn, enables production of adequate preparatory response. Accordingly, we found here that social interaction induced an increase in amygdala-frontal coupling, which is comparable to the increase in synchrony observed during expression of conditioned behaviors (38, (47) (48) (49) . This apparent similarity might suggest that both behaviors recruit this network to serve a potentially similar computational demand and offer a possible functional bridge between conditioned learning and social manifestations.
Methods
Animals. Two male macaca fascicularis (4-7 kg) were implanted with a recording chamber (27 × 27 mm) above the right amygdala and dACC under deep anesthesia and aseptic conditions. All surgical and experimental procedures were approved and conducted in accordance with the regulations of the Weizmann Institute Animal Care and Use Committee, following National Institutes of Health regulations and with Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International. Food, water, and enrichments (e.g., fruits and play instruments) were available ad libitum during the whole period, except before medical procedures that require deep anesthesia.
MRI-Based Electrode Positioning. Anatomical MRI scans were acquired before, during, and after the recording period. Anatomical images were acquired on a 3-Tesla MRI scanner (MAGNETOM Trio; Siemens) with a CP knee coil (Siemens). T1 weighted and 3D gradient-echo (MPRAGE) pulse sequence was acquired with repetition time of 2,500 ms, inversion time of 1,100 ms, echo time of 3.36 ms, 8°flip angle, and two averages. Images were acquired in the sagittal plane, 192 × 192 matrix and 0.8 mm 3 or 0.6 mm 3 resolution. A scan was performed before surgery and used to align and guide the positioning of the chamber on the skull for each individual animal (by relative location of the amygdala and anatomical markers of the interaural line and the anterior commissure). After surgery, we performed another scan with two electrodes directed toward the amygdala and the dACC, and two to three observers separately inspected the images and calculated the anterior-posterior and lateral-medial borders of the amygdala and dACC relative to each of the electrode penetrations. The depth of the regions was calculated from the dura surface based on all penetration points.
Recordings. Each session/day (n = 20), three to six microelectrodes (0.6-1.2 MΩ glass/narylene coated tungsten; Alpha-Omega or We-Sense) were lowered inside a metal guide (Gauge 25xxtw, outer diameter: 0.51 mm, inner diameter: 0.41 mm, Cadence) into the brain by using a head tower and electrode-positioning system (Alpha-Omega). The guide was lowered to penetrate and cross the dura and stopped at 2-5 mm in the cortex. Electrodes were then moved independently into the amygdala and the dACC (we performed four to seven mapping sessions in each animal by moving slowly and identifying electrophysiological markers of firing properties tracking the anatomical pathway into the amygdala). Electrode signals were preamplified, 0.3 Hz-6 kHz band-pass filtered and sampled at 25 Khz; on-line spike sorting was performed by using a template based algorithm (Alpha Lab Pro; Alpha-Omega). We allowed 30 min for the tissue and signal to stabilize before starting acquisition and behavioral protocol. At the end of the recording period, offline spike sorting was performed for all sessions to improve unit isolation (offline sorter; Plexon). Lastly, the spatial distributions of responsive cells within the amygdala and the dACC were inspected to assure that the main findings reported here represent activity that is common in wide parts of these structures (Fig. S4) .
Behavioral Paradigm. Monkeys were seated face-to-face in a custom-made primate chairs with their heads 80 cm apart. The head of the monkey from which neuronal activity was recorded was posted, whereas his companion's head remain free. Fast LCD shutter (307 × 407 mm) was placed in between the monkeys (FOS-307 × 406-PSCT-LV; Liquid Crystal Technologies) and was used to block direct visual communication during most of the experiment. Direct current of 48 V was passed through the LCD shutter for 5 s every 60 ± 15 s (random) and turned it clear. The shutter has an onset/offset rise time of <2 ms. The monkeys were strictly positioned so that they can see only the facial region of each other. Two video cameras (Provision-Isr) were used to film the monkeys continuously. Videos were captured by frame grabber card (NI PCI-1405; National Instruments) and sent to the acquisition system frame-triggered digital signal that was used to synchronize the videos with the neural data. Video resolution was 60 × 480 pixels, and the monkeys face occupied ∼300 × 300 pixels. In five out of the 20 experimental sessions, we compared the monkeys' facial responses to a banana (placed behind the shutter). When viewing the banana, a second shutter was positioned behind it to conceal the peer monkey. Each experimental session consisted of 10-27 openings of the LCD shutter. Studio condenser microphone (JM47a; Joemeek) was placed 20 cm above and to the right of the monkey ear and recorded continuously all possible vocal communication.
Olfactory cues were available at all times (e.g., shutter closed, shutter opened, banana viewing with peer concealed behind it), and, hence, cannot be the source of the STMA we observed. Moreover, the nature of STMA computation (detailed below) i.e., the precise time locking of neural activity with changes in pixel illumination (i.e., movement), cannot be attributed to olfactory cues from the peer monkey. However, it is possible that olfactory cues generated by the peer during shutter-open states provide a general context that modulates the neural activity to self facial expressions.
In our setup, the monkeys did not emit any vocal calls, and the speaker recordings were essentially flat (Fig. S5) . This quiet behavior could be the result of using pairs of monkeys that know each other well and reside together for months.
Data Analysis. Video frames were down-sampled to 64 × 48 and the per-pixel derivative was taken to represent changes in illuminations in each pixel that reflect movement in this region. The monkeys were head-held for neural recordings and, hence, changes in illumination can only result from facial gestures. The borders of the eyes, mouth, nose, eyebrows, and upper and lower sides of the face were manually drawn on a single representative frame from each day, and the mean change in illumination at each of these fROI was computed. Because the opening and closing of the shutter could induce momentary change in illumination (due to slightly different levels of light reflection onto the monkey face), we excluded from all analyses time segments of 500 ms from opening and closing of the shutter. Movement at fROI was then determined if the change in illumination exceeded 95% confidence interval (one-sided) compared with the preopening time. The mean percentage of time where movement was detected was calculated and used for comparisons.
Firing rates were computed on a 1-ms resolution and smoothed with a 500-ms window. Histograms of firing rates were computed on the firing rates that precede shutter opening. Responsive times were indentified if a neuron's activity crossed the 95% confidence interval (two-sided) and the mean duration in which the neurons were responsive was obtained.
Multivariate linear regression was performed on the neural activity before shutter opening (4,500-500 ms before opening) and during shutter opening (500-4,500 ms after opening). Net movement at each of the fROI at the different time window, the shutter state, and the interaction of both (multiplication of both variables) were included as variable. Neurons with significant interaction factor at two or more fROI were considered as integrators of visual stimuli and self facial expression.
STMA were computed pixel-wise on the down-sampled frames: where i and j are the coordinates within the frame, t is the time from spike, Mov is the movement (change in illumination), and T(n) is the time of the ns' spike. After computing STMA on the real spike times, STMA were recomputed on shuffled spike times (100 repetitions). Spikes were shuffled within trial because the total movement observed and the total number of spikes at individual trial could vary, and this shuffling therefore maintains the ratio between the movement and overall momentary firing rate. We next evaluated each "voxel" of the STMA by the mean and SD of the shuffled data, and converted it into z-score. Next, we inspected the distribution of values of the STMA within each fROI to see whether it significantly differs than noise (Student's t test P < 0.001, corrected for multiple comparisons). STMA values from an arbitrary area on the frame outside of the monkey face and with equal number of pixels were used as baseline. Moreover, STMA were assigned as significant only if the STMA differed from noise in at least two consecutive samples. Finally, if a neuron's STMA was assigned as significant during shutter opening but not after shutter, this neuron was considered as open-preferring cell. Conversely, if a neuron's STMA was significant only after opening, we define it a postopen preferring cell. Lastly, neurons that had significant STMA at both time windows were considered as facial-only cells i.e., cells whose STMA is poorly modulated by the visual input. jPSTH were computed as described (38, 50) . Briefly, for all pairs of amygdala and dACC neurons that were recorded simultaneously, intertrial correlations were computed for firing rates at varying lags from the onset of shutter opening. Significance was assessed by using shift predictor technique by shuffling trial order of amygdala neurons and recalculating the jPSTH 100 times. Correlation at each bin was considered significant only if its value exceeded 95% of the shuffled correlations at the same bin. In addition, only clusters of 2 × 2 significant bins were considered significant to minimize accumulative error. Directionality was assessed by computing the ratio between total correlation strength (sum of all significant correlation values) above and below the diagonal of the correlation matrix: (above − below)/(above + below).
